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Abstract 
We give improved versions of Chebyshev's inequality for star-shaped sequencesi Valid • also 
for convex sequences. 
1. Introduction 
The classical Chebyshev's inequality for sequences, as it may be found in [4], asserts 
that i fa = {ajl 1 ~<j ~< n} and b = {bil 1 ~<j ~< n) are increasing sequences, ttieri' the 
following inequality is true: 
aj ~ b k <<.n ~ ajbj. (1) 
j= l  k=l  j= l  
For convex sequences a and b, Pe6ari6 proved in [5] the analogous inequality 
" 12 k n+ n+l  
n ajbj - a~ bk >~ n2----- ~ 2 ak 2 bj. (2) 
j= l  j= l  k=l  k=l  
In [7] Seymour and Welsh give the following generalization of Chebyshev's 
inequality: i fp = {p~ll ~< j ~< n} is log convex and a and b are increasing sequences, 
then 
pja~  pkbk <~ ~ pj ~ pkakbk . (3) 
j= l  k=l  j= l  k=l  
In [1] Beck and Krogdahl proved a 2-dimensional version of this result. 
But it is known (see I-3]) that the inequality (3) is also valid for all pt~itf~ 
sequences p, and not only for those log convex. Moreover, in [2] the relation i3) is 
proved under weaker conditions on a and b: replace monotonicity by monotonici.~, i~
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p-mean (to be explained below). Also the classical Chebyshev’s inequality (1) was 
generalized in [6] in a similar sense, but the result is not comparable with that of [2]. 
In this paper we want to improve (3) in the case of convexity, but of the sequences 
a and b and not of p. In fact, the result is proved even for star-shaped sequences 
and not only for convex ones. We also generalize in the same direction some results 
from [Z, 61. 
2. Definitions and auxiliary results 
A sequence II = (Uj 11 < j < rr} is said to be 
(i) convex, if 
aj+i G 
aj + aj+2 
2 
forj = 1, . . . ,n - 2, 
(ii) log convex, if it is positive and 
Uf+1<UjUj+2 forj=l,...,n-2, 
(iii) star shaped, if 
ai< ,aj+l forj=l,..., n-l. 
j j+l 
We recall that a log convex sequence is also convex (as follows from the inequality 
between the arithmetic and the geometric mean). Also we have the following result. 
Lemma 1. Zj the sequence a = {Uj 11 < j < n} is convex and aI < a2/2 then it is star 
shaped. 
The proof can be done by induction. Usually, one supposes that the sequence 
a starts, not with ai, but with a0 = 0 (or a0 < 0). This is only to get the condition 
a, < a2/2. 
Let p = {pjl 1 < j < n} be a fixed positive sequence. The sequence a = 
{Uj 11 6 j < n} is said to be increasing in p-mean if the sequence 
(&k+p,)l;l 
is increasing. If pj = 1 for all j, we say that the sequence is increasing in l-mean or 
simply increasing in mean. Of course, an increasing sequence is increasing in p-mean. 
The result of [2] cited above, may be formulated as follows. 
Theorem A. Zf the sequences a and b are increasing inp-mean then the inequality (3) is 
valid. Zf one of the sequences is increasing in p-mean and the other is decreasing in 
p-mean then the reverse inequality holds. 
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To obtain an improved variant of this result for some sequences, we give the 
following definition: the sequence a is said to be star shaped inp-mean if the sequence 
{ay j l l  <~j <~ n} is increasing in p-mean. Obviously, we have the following result. 
Proposition. All star-shaped sequences are star shaped in p-mean. 
We need also the following results. 
Lemma 2. The sequence a = {ajl 1 <~ j <~ n} is increasing in p-mean if and only if 
aj+l >>'k~"l pkak h lPh fo r j= l  . . . . .  n- -1.  (4) 
Proof. We have 
j + l / j + , ~ / j  
pkak/ ~=xPh-- pkak ~lph 
k=l h k=l h 
= a j+l - -~pka 1 h=l~Ph/JPJ+l/k~lPk'= 
which gives the desired result as tbe sequence p is positive. 
Lemma 3. I f  the sequence a = {a j[ i "~ j <~ n} is increasing in p-mean and the positive 
sequence q = {qjll <. j <. n} is decreasing in p-mean, then the sequence 
(k~=lPkqkakf h~=lPhqh)i=l 
is increasing. 
Proof. We have to use only (4) and Theorem A. 
Corollary 1. I f  the sequence a is increasing (star shaped) in p-mean, then it is also 
increasing (respectively star shaped) in pq-mean for every positive decreasing sequence q,
where pq = {P~qjl 1 <<.j <<. n}. 
We also need the result of I-6] given by: 
Theorem B. I f  the sequence a verifies the conditions 
- aj<~- a t fo rm<n (5) 
m n j= l  j= l  
and the sequence b is increasing, then the inequality (1) is valid. 
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~, W~:See that (5) is a condition weaker than the 1-mean monotonicity, because we 
¢omgaze all the means only with the last mean (n is fixed). 
3. Main results 
We want to prove (3), and even a stronger inequality, for star-shaped sequences. 
Theoxe!!! 1. ! f  the sequence p is posit ive and the sequences a and b are star shaped then 
the fo l lowin9 inequal i ty holds: 
pkbk <<. jp~ p~a~bk. (6) 
i= ~ p ja j  k j k = 1 
I f  aj = b~ = j fo r  1 <~ j <~ n we have the inequal i ty in (6). 
Proof. Applying (3) for the weight sequence {j2p~[ 1 ~<j ~< n} and the increasing 
sequences {a J j l  1 <<. j <<. n} and {b J j  I 1 <~ j <~ n} we get 
L jp, a, L kp, bk <~ L tiP' L pkakbk. 
j= l  k=l  j= l  k=l  
Again (3) for the sequences '{ jp j  [ 1 <<. j <. n}, {al l  j
n n n n 
Using (7) and (8), for a and b, we have (6). 
(7) 
1 ~<j~<n}and{jl l~<j~<n}gives 
(8) 
Remark 1. From (3) we also deduce 
pj k2pk >>. jp j  , 
j= l  k=l  j 
which means that (6) is really stronger than (3). 
the property that a~ <~ a2/2. ~ ~, : , ,  i ~, ~ ~ ' ~ ~ . ...,".~ 
Corollary 2. I f  the sequences a and b are StOd: ~hq!~¢4~then ~ii!~ ~ .:., ~ ~:~.:~ i,~ 
3n(n + l) a ,b~ , .~ i. = ' 
aj bk <~ 2(2n + 1) j= 1 
j= l  k=l  
~Of course, (9)is obtained from (6) by taking pj ~;:t,~for all j:, 0t~ tlae other hand, as 
(n + 1)/(2n + 1) ~< -~ for n/> 2, from (9) we get an improvement 'off(i) for ~iar-shaped 
(or convex) sequences:,,,,?~:~ i , ~,~,~ i :,.,~',~ . :'~ ~'~ ~ ~,~, .~ ,,:!~ ,., ~ ~ ~ ~,i" : ,~ 'v:,, , 
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Corollary 3. I f  the sequences a and b are star shaped then, for n > 1, we have the 
inequality 
n 
9 n ~ atb t. (10) ~ at ~ bk <<'10 
j= l  k= l  j= l  
We can replace 0.9 by a smaller constant cq if we desire the inequality (10) only for 
n > q, and of course cq ~ 0.75 as q ~ ~. 
Let us consider the sequences e 1 = { j i l l  ~< j <~ n}, for i/> 1. 
Theorem 2. If the sequence p is positive and the sequences a and b are star shaped in 
e2p-mean, then the inequality (6) is valid. 
Proof. Using Theorem A for the sequences {at/jl 1 <<. j <~ n} and {bfljl 1 <~ j <~ n} and 
the weight sequence 2p, we get (7). Then, from Corollary 1 we deduce that the 
sequences a and b are also star shaped in elp-mean. So, we can use again Theorem A 
for the sequences {a/iLl <<, j <~ n} and e 1 and the weight sequence lp obtaining (8). 
Employing it, and a similar inequality for b, in (7) we have (6). [] 
Also we can generalize Theorem B by introducing a weight sequence. 
Theorem 3. If the sequence p is such that 
~p j>O forallm<~n, 
j= l  
and a verifies the condition 
pjaj Pk ~ tat Pk r all m < n, 
• = = j 1 k 1 j k 1 
then the inequality (3) is valid for all increasing sequences b.
(11) 
Proof. If we define Pm and Am by 
Pm = ~pj  and Am= ~pjat ,  
j= l  j= l  
condition (11) becomes Am <~ (PmA,)/Pn and then we get 
n-1  
ptajbj = A,b, - ~ Am(bm+ l - bin) 
j= l  m=l  
n -1  
>~ b~A~ -- ~ Pm(bm+l -- bm)A~/P~ = (A,/P,) ~ p.br, 
m=l  m=l  
which is (3). [] 
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Remark 3. There is also a version of this theorem for star-shaped sequences. On the 
other hand, in all the results of this paper the increasing monotonicity can be replaced 
by decreasing monotonicity. In fact, it can be generalized even by a property of 
synchronism. The sequences a and b are synchronous if
(ai-aj)(bi-bj)>>-O for 1 ~<i<j~<n. 
If the above inequality is reversed so are the inequalities (1) and (3). 
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